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Gardens of Myth Exhibit opens at the Huntsville Botanical Garden
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
May 29, 2018
Have you ever heard of a kappa? Found in Japanese folklore, these turtle -like creatures usually
inhabit rivers and streams, but occasionally they venture out to trade with humans for their
favorite snack: cucumbers. Perhaps you’re more familiar with leprechauns, mischievous beings
found in Irish folktales who guard pots of treasure and grant wishes if caugh t.
A Kappa and a leprechaun, as well as goblins, trolls, and other fantastic folk will take up
temporary residence in the Huntsville Botanical Garden on June 1st as part of the Gardens of
Myth exhibit. This series of sculptures, handmade and painted by Kendall R. Hart, are sure to
delight visitors of all ages. Ranging in size from the tiniest fairies to an impressive 25-foot dragon,
each piece is accompanied by a sign detailing interesting facts about the creatures, including
country or region of origin, habitat, lifespan, and character.
“It was the beauty and fantasy inherent in a botanical garden that first inspired my vision for
Gardens of Myth,” says Hart. “Botanical gardens so easily transport us into a world too lovely to
believe – really, a fantasy realm.”
Hart, an award-winning sculptor, painter, illustrator, and graphic and web designer, specializes in
the sculpture of life-size creatures. Inspired by fantasy and surrealism, his art and design can be
found in graphic novels, websites, major haunted attractions, natural history museums, private
collections, and, of course, botanical gardens.
Gardens of Myth will be on display at the Huntsville Botanical Garden from June 1 to October 31.
HUNTSVILLE BOTANICAL GARDEN
The Huntsville Botanical Garden, located at 4747 Bob Wallace Avenue in Huntsville, AL, is open year-round and features the nation’s largest open-air butterfly house, a picture-perfect aquatic
garden, spectacular nature trails, numerous specialty gardens – including an interactive children’s garden – and a variety of plant collections. This beautiful 112-acre Garden is a 501(c) (3) nonprofit organization run by only 35 employees and over 2600 active volunteers. With five distinct festivals each year, Beaks and Barks, Huntsville Blooms, Summer Butterfly House, Fall
Scarecrow Trail, and Holiday Galaxy of Lights, you’ll soon see why we say, “There’s always something growing on at Huntsville Botanical Garden!”

